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Abstract. The paper describes the inventory of radioactive sources in Peru and assesses the control. Three
groups of source conditions are established: controlled sources, known sources, and lost and orphan sources. The
potential risk, described as not significant, for producing accidents is established and the needed measures are
discussed. The paper concludes that, while the control on sealed sources is good, there is still room for
improvement.

INTRODUCTION

The radioactive sources in Peru have been under control for 20 years in a formal inventory.
This first inventory was concluded in two years, and was performed on the radioactive sources
currently being used in that time. The other radioactive sources possibly used beforehand were
not included because they were no longer sued or because the users were not found and the
radioactive sources were abandoned.

In order to know the real quantities, several information sources were used, such as
importation enterprises, past documentation or even historical references.

MEASURES TO PERFORM AND UPDATE THE SOURCE INVENTORY

The information which has been used comes from several combined sources.

The first information came from data supplied by importing enterprises which sold equipment
and radioactive sources. These enterprises had operated since before regulatory measures were
implemented but many of them had disappeared so it was not possible to have complete
information at the beginning.

Another data source has been old documents collected by the former agency for atomic energy
where information coming from 30 years ago was found. This information had been
previously classified.

Industries and other organizations where radioactive sources were possibly used were
reviewed. Radioactive sources and equipment possibly used in mining companies (weight and
density gauges), manufacturing companies (thickness gauges, static eliminators, etc.), and oil
service companies (well logging sources) were searched for.

Finally, inspections formally established since 1980 have allowed continual searching for and
updating of the inventory.

APPRAISING THE SITUATION

The inventory has been put on a database where radioactive sources are categorized by use
and condition. In the database, the radioactive sources are described as sources for specific
use, spent sources, not found sources and lost sources.
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The current inventory contains 1254 radioactive sealed sources in all practices shown in
Table 1. The radioactive sources with higher activity comprise nearly 13% of the total. It is
estimated that the total activity in Peru ranges up to 10 PBq.

Table 1. Percentage distribution of sealed radioactive sources

PRACTICE / CONDITION

Medicine

Industry

Teaching and research

Spent

Not found, or lost.

SPECIFIC USES

Teletherapy, brachytherapy, etc.

Irradiators, nuclear gauges, industrial
gammagraphy, etc.
Teaching, research, calibration, etc.

Temporaly or final source disposal

Several

PERCENTAGE
CONTRIBUTION

31.0%

43.4%

7.3%

16.6%

1.7%

TOTAL SOURCES: 1254

In the inventory, 226Ra sources are in the greatest quantity, which means the problem of their
future disposal has to be solved. The other significant sources are 137Cs and 241Am sources.
The distribution is shown in Table 2.

The inventory also includes the radioactive sources which used to be under control but now
are not accounted for or are lost, and amount to 1.7% of the total.

Table 2. Percentage distribution of sealed sources by radioisotope

RADIOISOTOPE

226 Ra

137 Cs

241 Am-Be

60 Co

241 Am

192 h

90 Sr

Others

PERCENTAGE

39%

30%

8.6%

6.2%

5.8%

5.3%

2.4%

2.7%

With regard to the strength of the radioactive sources, those of 60Co are of the most relevancy
and associated with operating irradiators and teletherapy units. This radioactive source is the
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main contributor to the total activity currently in the country. The total activity of 60Co
radioactive sources comes to almost 87.7%.

Other radioactive sources not included in the inventory are radioactive lightning rods. These
devices were not under control - they were considered consumer products - and are installed
at several sites countrywide. The accurate inventory is not known but it has been estimated
that 1500 devices are installed, containing basically 241Am (45 MBq per device), which means
nearly 68 GBq as total. Radioactive lightning rods have not yet been specifically prohibited in
the country but currently a comparative study is being carried out in order to make a decision
about continuing or stopping this practice.

Also, it is almost certain that other radioactive sources (orphan sources) may exist in the
country, about which condition and location is not known. These radioactive sources would be
contained inside old nuclear gauges, without signals or marks. To date, no any incident or
accident with this kind of source has been reported. Just two radioactive sources have been
found inside their equipment and in safe condition in an old mine and in an old manufacturing
plant. These sources were sent to the radioactive waste plant.

The other radioactive sources are those located in the radioactive waste plant in the Nuclear
Centre, where they remain safely stored with provisions for future final disposal.

CONTROL AND CURRENT RISK

Practices with radioactive sources are under the control and supervision of the national
authority. The extent of the control measures depends on the risk relevancy to safety and
health. The regulatory authority has established a system of authorization and inspection for
all radiation sources. Authorization differences are established for non-relevant and relevant
installations. Those deemed relevant must be licensed whereas non-relevant practices just
need registration. The radioactive sources used in teletherapy, industrial gammagraphy,
brachytherapy, well logging, industrial irradiation, or waste management require a licence.
These relevant installations have to demonstrate that the safety and protection provisions fulfil
the regulations and that appropriate preparedness for emergency situations is well established.

The inspections are performed on a routine basis, the frequency according to the kind of
installation under control. The installations with higher relevancy of risk are inspected once a
year as a minimum while other installations need to be verified once every two or three years.
Currently, this scheduling is under revision in order to increase the frequency for inspecting
such practices as industrial gammagraphy and brachytherapy. It is expected that more
continuous and prevailing inspections will persuade the user to adhere to the rules and license
conditions strictly.

With regard to lost or orphan sources, the control system makes estimations about possible
accidental scenarios affecting the public, property and the environment. It is assumed that the
radioactive source most likely to cause an accident would be a 137Cs source with an activity of
700 GBq — an abandoned nuclear gauge — which may cause moderate doses to the public
and restricted damage to property and the environment.
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CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

The current control on sealed radioactive sources is quite good but some improvements need
to be made, especially in the tracking of sources under control. The loss of radioactive sources
can be reduced but it is unavoidable. The users need to improve their awareness of the risk
and of their responsibility for keeping it reasonably low.

The orphan source problem is not an easy one to solve even though the quantity of discovered
sources is small. Working is being done to establish appropriate co-ordination with the
national police and customs authorities.

Finally, it may be concluded that the risk which may arise from radioactive sources in Peru is
reasonably low but measures must remain permanently in place to ensure this condition.
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